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Abstract. Virtual team communication at the workplace has changed through the
leverage of innovative collaboration technologies like Slack, Zoom, and MS
Teams. However, virtual teams face emotional obstacles during remote communication. To mitigate these challenges, affective chatbots can be applied by increasing the teams’ emotional management capabilities. While, through advances
in affective computing, these chatbots can understand human affective signals,
chatbots that analyze and intervene in team emotions can increase feelings of
surveillance and lack of autonomy. This ultimately reduces users’ trust. In order
to address this challenge, one strategy might be to design trustworthy affective
chatbots through human agency-based control features. Since research is scarce
about the effects of control features on users’ trust of chatbots, in this paper, we
present a research design for the evaluation of affective chatbot control features
on users’ trust and cognitive load. With our work, we plan to contribute theoretical knowledge about the effects of human agency-based control features in affective chatbots. Further, we pave the way for trustworthy affective chatbots
through overcoming downsides of existing affective chatbots designs.
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Introduction

Advances in affective computing have enabled chatbots to evolve from machine-like
entities to partners for humans [1]. Research has started to identify such emotion-aware
chatbots that can sense and understand human emotions enabled through artificial intelligence (AI) [2]. Since these chatbots can moderate emotion management in virtual
team work, they are described as affective chatbots [3]. Simultaneously, innovative collaboration technologies, such as Slack and Microsoft Teams, have changed communication patterns at the workplace and empower virtual team communication [4]. Today,
over 50% of the working population in the United States works remotely and thereby
has become part of virtual teams using such tools [5]. However, in distributed communication, virtual teams face challenges, such as conflicts, breakdowns, or groupthink,
which disrupt the flow of communication. These issues can be traced back to obstacles
in the management of emotions in the team [6]. Therefore, research has proposed to
introduce affective chatbots into virtual team communication (e.g. [7]) in order to support team members’ emotional capabilities.
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Simultaneously, human emotions are very intimate and sensitive [8]. AI-based
disclosure of innermost emotions is associated with personal vulnerability [9]. Previous
research on affective computing has shown that providing emotional feedback can increase feelings of surveillance, impaired transparency, and lack of autonomy [10].
These feelings lead to distrust against systems that can expose and use human emotions.
However, trust is an important driver for the acceptance and use of information systems
[11]. Therefore, affective chatbots need to regain trustworthiness which requires careful
reflection on when and how to apply them and their unique abilities.
Although it is unclear how to enable human autonomy in the context of affective
chatbots, human agency-based control has proven to help against this backdrop in other
research contexts [12]. Human agency refers to the intentional influence on one’s functioning and life circumstances [13], and determines control. Examples of instantiated
control features include location-based service settings in navigation applications (e.g.
through range sliders on mobile phones) or control bars of autopilot flight dashboards.
In contrast, previous research on machine automation, aircraft, and military has also
identified risks when applying additional control features to machine interfaces because
these features increase users’ cognitive load [14]. Taken together, it remains unclear
what the effects of control features of affective chatbots on virtual teams’ trusting beliefs are. Hence, we address the following research question:
What are the effects of human agency-based control features of affective chatbots on
virtual team members’ trust and cognitive load?
In order to answer this research question, we plan to conduct a between-subjects
online experiment. We applied existing knowledge on privacy control and developed
five control features for affective chatbots. We instantiated these features in an affective
chatbot control center next to the group chat in order to increase human autonomy over
affective chatbots. Each feature represents a specific control dimension (e.g. visual appearance, behavior, or timing) which effect will be evaluated in the planned experiment.
Through this study, we aim to contribute to research in three ways. First, we derive
theoretical knowledge about control feature effects in affective chatbots. Second, we
aim to overcome downsides of affective chatbots and pave the way for trustworthy affective chatbots. Finally, we offer prescriptive knowledge for designing trustworthy
affective chatbots building on human agency-based control features.
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Conceptual Foundation

2.1

Affective Chatbots in Virtual Teams

Virtual teams are comprised of individuals who work interdependently using computer-mediated communication to accomplish a shared organizational objective [15].
In contrast to face-to-face teams, virtual teams face unique obstacles to establish effective communication due to the lack of verbal and non-verbal cues supported through
technology, and further ensuing problems like difficulties in conflict management or
groupthink [6]. These obstacles and the impaired communication, however, complicate
the management of emotions of team members [16]. Simultaneously, the ability to manage emotions has strong effects on the individual and the team [17] since this ability
plays an important role and is strong predictor for job performance [6].
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A promising approach for supporting emotion management in teams is the application of AI-based chatbots. Chatbots have been shown to successfully act as team facilitators [18]. Based on the concept of affective computing, affective chatbots are introduced. They extend and apply emotion-aware capabilities in order to support virtual
teams by enabling emotion management through behavioral and persuasive cues [3].
First attempts have been promising and show the positive effect of these systems on
emotion perception and communication efficiency [7]. However, previous research on
affective systems has also identified negative effects. Humans tend to perceive the system’s ability to recognize emotions as threatening and displeasing which leads to a significant decrease in trustworthiness and, thereby, aversion to use the affective system
[19]. In the case of affective chatbots, this was emphasized through the loss of usefulness and loss of autonomy [3].
2.2

Human Agency, Control, and Autonomy

Human agency is the ability to exercise self-regulation, intentionality, and experience self-efficacy. It is a necessary condition for autonomy [20]. “Unless people believe
they can produce desired effects by their actions, they have little incentive to act” (p.7)
or accept affective systems [21]. Among mechanisms of agency, none is more central
than people’s beliefs in their control over their own functioning and over environmental
events (p.1) [22]. Simultaneously, sense of control is a robust predictor of physical and
mental well-being [23]. In order to establish control, several control features have been
developed and defined as instantiations that “[..] affect the behavior of another person
as a means to achieve goals related to designing, developing, operating, using, and
managing information systems.” (p.3) [24]. Exemplary control features are locationbased service settings for navigation applications (e.g. through range sliders [12]). Design instantiations have been successfully applied for example in aircraft systems [25]
and prominently for establishing of privacy control [26]. Lack of human autonomy was
one central downside during the interaction with affective chatbots [3]. Human agencybased control features might serve as potential solution in order to tackle this downside.
2.3

Trust and Trustworthiness

To counteract these risks, the reestablishment of trust into a system is essential. Trust
describes the trusting beliefs about system’s competence, benevolence and integrity
[27]. Trustworthiness of a system, in turn, is a characteristic of the system, which is
informed by a set of values and previous behaviors [28, 29]. Trust is an important factor
for a system’s acceptance and usage of information systems [30] and has been proven
to hold in the context of AI-enabled, intelligent agents as well (c.f. [20]). Therefore, we
derive the necessity to instantiate trustworthiness for affective chatbots through system
characteristics in order to eliminate the negative experiences with affective chatbots.
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Hypothesis Development

Figure 1 presents the research model and the proposed hypotheses. The preservation of
user autonomy should be explicitly defined as a characteristic of agents and addressed
through the design [31]. Human agency and control may be a potential strategy to provide user autonomy [21]. To establish human agency, research suggests implementing
control features. These features lead to control over an agent, which in turn allows for
decisions by the user independent on the agent’s behavior [32]. In contrary, user autonomy is reduced if agents do not provide the user with necessary abilities to achieve the
intended goals [31]. Against this backdrop, we therefore hypothesize that the provision
of control features has a positive effect on user autonomy.
H1: Providing control features for the affective chatbot increases users’ perceived
autonomy.
Supporting human autonomy has generally been associated with higher trust between humans [33] since it creates an environment conducive to trust development
through greater interest, less pressure and tension, and higher self-esteem [34]. Moreover, trust is one of the most important affective elements which influence human-computer interaction [35]. Affective chatbots, on the one hand, are AI-based interactive
technology. They use anthropomorphic design elements, such as anthropomorphic appearance, interactive features like breaks, and a moderative style [36], to appear humanlike and are perceived as social actors [37]. Therefore, we transfer this prospering relationship from human-human to human-computer interaction and propose:
H2a: Perceived autonomy increases system-like trust in the affective chatbot.
H2b: Perceived autonomy increases human-like trust in the affective chatbot.
A high degree of control gives users freedom over all potential actions. The concept of
progressive disclosure states that too many available options are distracting and lead to
an increased cognitive load when interacting with user interfaces of interactive systems
[38]. Translating this argumentation to the context of affective chatbots, we propose:
H3: Providing control features for the affective chatbot increases users’ cognitive load.

Fig. 1. Research Model and Hypotheses.
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Method

The hypotheses will be tested in an online experiment using five treatment groups
with varying control features as stimuli (between-subjects design). In the experiment,
participants are confronted with a text-based chat of three team members. One of these
members is an affective chatbot that supports the team’s emotional intelligence. The
affective chatbot senses the team emotions and interacts with the team through
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previously designed behavior which adapts content, social roles, dynamics and interaction format like chat breaks.
Participants. The online experiment will be conducted with 305 participants equally
distributed on two experimental panels, Prolific and Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). The sample size is calculated through an a priori power analysis. The participants are randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions or the control
condition.
Affective Chatbot and Experimental Stimuli. The affective chatbot serves as a
moderator in the group chat and intervenes when negative emotions arise. It implements
design features, such as social cues [39], behavioral interventions (e.g. chat breaks and
feedback), as well as comparing images and motivating speech. Through this design, it
stimulates emotional capabilities of virtual team members. Based on privacy control
research [26], we added an affective chatbot control bar to the chat window. The chatbot
is displayed in Fig. 2. It contains control features that represent different control levels:
an (1) overall “power” feature to turn the chatbot on and off, a (2) representative level
on which users can adjust the appearance of the affective chatbot (i.e., visual/textual
presentation, individual/group values, proactive/reactive timing), and a (3) behavioral
level which allows to adapt blocking/unblocking behavior of the affective chatbot.

Fig. 2. Scenario group chat with affective chatbot (center) and control features (right). The figure shows the full treatment with all available control features.

Procedure and Task. The online experiment is planned for 15 minutes via an online
questionnaire. Participants will be welcomed and watch an introductory video that explains the functionalities of the control features and describes the scenario. Afterwards
they experience the treatment where they run through a pre-scripted group chat conversation where the affective chatbot intervenes. Finally, they will answer a questionnaire
and finish with a debriefing.
Measurement. We use established measures for all constructs. Items will be adapted
to the study context and measured using 7-pt. Likert scales. Perceived autonomy will
be measured using three items taken from [40]. System-like trust will be measured following the conceptualization of [41]. It is composed of three subdimensions reliability,
functionality, and helpfulness. Human-like trust will also be measured based on [41].
It is composed of three subdimensions integrity, competence, and benevolence. We will
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assess cognitive load via the Cognitive Load Component Survey, a ten item questionnaire [42]. We include several control variables (e.g., demographics, prior experience).
As attention check, we report the time the participants take for conducting the scenario
conversation with the team. As a manipulation check, we will ask participants to rate
the extent to which they had control over the affective chatbot.
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Expected Contribution and Next Steps

In this position paper, we describe our ongoing research on the need for autonomy provision for the system class of chatbots with enhanced capability of emotion awareness,
called affective chatbots. Subsequently, we presented instantiations of control features
and derived hypothesis in order to measure their positive effect on trusting beliefs, and
their negative effect on cognitive load, potentially identifying a balanced sweet spot for
their implementation. With this work, we aim to contribute to chatbot research by
providing theoretical knowledge about the effects of control features and about the
reestablishment of trustworthiness in affective chatbots. Simultaneously, we plan to derive prescriptive knowledge for autonomy provision of affective chatbots in the form
of control features. Our work also comes with limitations. Autonomy is only one determinant of trustworthiness. Therefore, trustworthiness might also be addressed from different perspectives (e.g. transparency). Moreover, conducting the experiment via
MTurk and Prolific might affect results due to the scenario-based experience of participants without a real virtual team environment. As next steps, we will execute the presented online experiment and analyze the results to test our hypotheses. Through our
results, we hope to further facilitate the trustworthiness and acceptance of advanced,
emotion-aware affective chatbots for real-world virtual teams and enable the advancement of chatbots from basic functional entities into capable team moderators and
acknowledged team members.
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